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NEWS RELEASE
FUELTRAX APPOINTS JOHN DONOVAN AS NEW DIRECTOR OF GLOBAL OPERATIONS
Donovan came on board in May 2018 as Director of Global Operations for FUELTRAX, the leading
marine fuel management solution, to boost coordination with global clients in responding to their
changing needs.
Donovan’s first initiatives with FUELTRAX have been to coordinate global clients, operators, and
installation teams to safeguard the interests of all stakeholders in mission-critical fuel monitoring
processes and controls.
Recognizing the importance of the crew as a crucial stakeholder in efficient operations, Donovan’s next
initiatives will be to host crew-symposiums for training, feedback, and improvements to the system to
the benefit for the crew. “The operational end user is always the most important part of the equation.
Increasing their ownership of the product and gaining their direct feedback is critical to the continued
evolution of the product,” says Donovan.
Through oversight of global regulatory compliance efforts such as EU MRV, IMO DCS, and international
classification requirements for FUELTRAX vessel owners and operators, Donovan ensures FUELTRAX
installations and services are preformed in accordance to governing laws and regulations internationally.
A professional mariner and former Maritime Operations Officer for the Department of the Navy,
Donovan is a skilled vessel pilot, and has deep experience in operational planning, maritime command
and control (C2), and contingency management. As a reserve officer, he has activated and deployed to
lead maritime operations and programs for US Navy Special Warfare units around the globe.
Graduating from State University of New York Maritime College with a BS in Marine Transportation in
2002, and receiving his direct commission into the Navy Reserve in 2006, he has also received several
awards, including the Defense Meritorious Service Medal.
FUELTRAX founder and CEO, Anthony George, says, “Donovan’s skills and experience bring a new edge
to the company’s objectives of ensuring fuel security and regulatory compliance, and optimizing the
performance of FUELTRAX client vessels.
"We look forward to having John join us as a very qualified addition to the FUELTRAX global team,
supporting us as we expand – maximizing opportunities for existing customers to optimize performance
and introducing new clients to the leading universal fuel management solution.”
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NOTES TO EDITORS
About FUELTRAX
From its inception in 2006, FUELTRAX has grown to be the leading universal fuel management solution,
compatible with any vessel, engine or fuel, in any location in the world. Together with its cloud-based
data and analytics service, FUELNET, it provides fully self-contained, smart monitoring and
measurement, reducing costs and setting the standard for secure, compliant, optimized vessel
performance.
FUELTRAX is a product of Nautical Control Solutions, LP.
For further information contact: info@fueltrax.com

